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Abstract. This paper shows how to securely authenticate messages
using just 29 bit operations per authenticated bit, plus a constant over-
head per message. The authenticator is a standard type of “universal”
hash function providing information-theoretic security; what is new is
computing this type of hash function at very high speed.

At a lower level, this paper shows how to multiply two elements of a
field of size 2128 using just 9062 ≈ 71 · 128 bit operations, and how to
multiply two elements of a field of size 2256 using just 22164 ≈ 87 · 256
bit operations. This performance relies on a new representation of field
elements and new FFT-based multiplication techniques.

This paper’s constant-time software uses just 1.89 Core 2 cycles per
byte to authenticate very long messages. On a Sandy Bridge it takes
1.43 cycles per byte, without using Intel’s PCLMULQDQ polynomial-
multiplication hardware. This is much faster than the speed records for
constant-time implementations of GHASH without PCLMULQDQ (over
10 cycles/byte), even faster than Intel’s best Sandy Bridge implementa-
tion of GHASH with PCLMULQDQ (1.79 cycles/byte), and almost as
fast as state-of-the-art 128-bit prime-field MACs using Intel’s integer-
multiplication hardware (around 1 cycle/byte).

Keywords: Performance · FFTs · Polynomial multiplication · Univer-
sal hashing · Message authentication

1 Introduction

NIST’s standard AES-GCM authenticated-encryption scheme uses GHASH to
authenticate ciphertext (produced by AES in counter mode) and to authenticate
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additional data. GHASH converts its inputs into a polynomial and evaluates that
polynomial at a secret element of F2128 = F2[x]/(x128+x7+x2+x+1), using one
multiplication in F2128 for each 128-bit input block. The cost of GHASH is an
important part of the cost of GCM, and it becomes almost the entire cost when
large amounts of non-confidential data are being authenticated without being
encrypted, or when a denial-of-service attack is sending a flood of forgeries to
consume all available processing time.

Most AES-GCM software implementations rely heavily on table lookups and
presumably leak their keys to cache-timing attacks. Käsper and Schwabe [35]
(CHES 2009) addressed this problem by introducing a constant-time implemen-
tation of AES-GCM using 128-bit vector instructions. Their GHASH implemen-
tation takes 14.4 cycles/byte on one core of an Intel Core 2 processor. On a
newer Intel Sandy Bridge processor the same software takes 13.1 cycles/byte.
For comparison, HMAC-SHA1, which is widely used in Internet applications,
takes 6.74 Core 2 cycles/byte and 5.18 Sandy Bridge cycles/byte.

1.1 Integer-Multiplication Hardware

Much better speeds than GHASH were already provided by constant-time MACs
that used integer multiplication rather than multiplication of polynomials mod 2.
Examples include UMAC [15], Poly1305 [5], and VMAC [36]. Current Poly1305
software from [22] runs at 1.89 Core 2 cycles/byte and 1.22 Sandy Bridge cycles/
byte. VMAC, which uses “pseudo dot products” (see Sect. 4), is even faster than
Poly1305.

CPUs include large integer-multiplication units to support many different
applications, so it is not a surprise that these MACs are much faster in soft-
ware than GHASH (including non-constant-time GHASH software; see [35]).
However, integer multiplication uses many more bit operations than multipli-
cation of polynomials mod 2, so for hardware designers these MACs are much
less attractive. MAC choice is a continuing source of tension between software
designers and hardware designers.

1.2 New Speeds for Binary-Field MACs

This paper introduces Auth256, an F2256-based MAC at a 2255 security level;
and a constant-time software implementation of Auth256 running at just 1.89
cycles/byte on a Core 2. We also tried our software on a Sandy Bridge; it runs
at just 1.43 cycles/byte. We also have a preliminary Cortex-A8 implementation
below 14 cycles/byte.

This new binary-field MAC is not quite as fast as integer-multiplication
MACs. However, the gap is quite small, while the hardware advantages of binary
fields are quite important. We plan to put our software into the public domain.

Caveat: All of the above performance figures ignore short-message overhead,
and in particular our software has very large overhead, tens of thousands of
cycles. For 32-, 64-, 128-kilobyte messages, our software takes 3.07, 2.44, 2.14
Core 2 cycles per byte, and 2.85, 2.09, 1.74 Sandy Bridge cycles per byte. This
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software is designed primarily for authenticating large files, not for authenti-
cating network packets. However, a variant of Auth256 (b = 1 in Sect. 6) takes
only 0.81 additional cycles/byte and has much smaller overhead. We also expect
that, compared to previous MAC designs, this variant will allow significantly
lower area for high-throughput hardware, as explained below.

1.3 New Bit-Operation Records for Binary-Field Multiplication

The software speed advantage of Auth256 over GHASH, despite the much higher
security level of Auth256, is easily explained by the following comparison. School-
book multiplication would take 1282 ANDs and approximately 1282 XORs for
each 128 bits of GHASH input, i.e., approximately 256 bit operations per authen-
ticated bit. Computing a 256-bit authenticator in the same way would use
approximately 512 bit operations per authenticated bit. Auth256 uses just 29
bit operations per authenticated bit.

Of course, Karatsuba’s method saves many bit operations at this size. See,
e.g., [4,8,9,18,21,41,42,45,48]. Bernstein’s Karatsuba/Toom combination in [9]
multiplies 256-bit polynomials using only about 133 · 256 bit operations. Multi-
plying 256-bit field elements has only a small overhead. However, 133 bit oper-
ations is still much larger than 29 bit operations.

Our improved number of bit operations is a combination of four factors.
The first factor is faster multiplication: we reduce the cost of multiplication in
F2256 from 133 · 256 bit operations to just 22292 ≈ 87 · 256 bit operations.
The second factor, which we do not take credit for, is the use of pseudo dot
products to reduce the number of multiplications by a factor of 2, reducing 87
below 44. The third factor, which reduces 44 to 32, is an extra speedup from an
interaction between the structure of pseudo dot products and the structure of
the multiplication algorithms that we use. The fourth factor, which reduces 32
to just 29, is to use a different field representation for the input to favor the fast
multiplication algorithm we use.

Specifically, we use a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to multiply polynomials
in F28 [x]. The FFT is advertised in algorithm courses as using an essentially
linear number of field additions and multiplications but is generally believed
to be much slower than other multiplication methods for cryptographic sizes.
Bernstein, Chou, and Schwabe showed at CHES 2013 [11] that a new “additive
FFT” saves time for decryption in McEliece’s code-based public-key cryptosys-
tem, but the smallest FFT sizes in [11] were above 10000 bits (evaluation at
every element in F2m , where m ≥ 11). We introduce an improved additive FFT
that uses fewer bit operations than any previously known multiplier for fields as
small as F264 , provided that the fields contain F28 . Our additive FFT, like many
AES hardware implementations, relies heavily on a tower-field representation of
F28 , but benefits from this representation in different ways from AES. The extra
speedup inside pseudo dot products comes from merging inverse FFTs, which
requires breaking the standard encapsulation of polynomial multiplication; see
Sect. 4.
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The fact that we are optimizing bit operations is also the reason that we
expect our techniques to produce low area for high-throughput hardware. Opti-
mizing the area of a fully unrolled hardware multiplier is highly correlated with
optimizing the number of bit operations. We do not claim relevance to very small
serial multipliers.

1.4 Polynomial-Multiplication Hardware: PCLMULQDQ

Soon after [35], in response to the performance and security problems of AES-
GCM software, Intel added “AES New Instructions” to some of its CPUs. These
instructions include PCLMULQDQ, which computes a 64-bit polynomial mul-
tiplication in F2[x].

Krovetz and Rogaway reported in [37] that GHASH takes 2 Westmere cycles/
byte using PCLMULQDQ. Intel’s Shay Gueron reported in [26] that heavily opti-
mized GHASH implementations using PCLMULQDQ take 1.79 Sandy Bridge
cycles/byte. Our results are faster at a higher security level, although they do
require switching to a different authenticator.

Of course, putting sufficient resources into a hardware implementation will
beat any software implementation. To quantify this, consider what is required
for GHASH to run faster than 1.43 cycles/byte using PCLMULQDQ. GHASH
performs one multiplication for every 16 bytes of input, so it cannot afford more
than 22.88 cycles for each multiplication. If PCLMULQDQ takes t cycles and t is
not very small then presumably Karatsuba is the best approach to multiplication
in F2128 , taking 3t cycles plus some cycles for latency, additions, and reductions.

The latest version of Fog’s well-known performance survey [23] indicates that
t = 7 for AMD Bulldozer, Piledriver, and Steamroller and that t = 8 for Intel
Sandy Bridge and Ivy Bridge; on the other hand, t = 2 for Intel Haswell and
t = 1 for AMD Jaguar. Gueron, in line with this analysis, reported 0.40 Haswell
cycles/byte for GHASH.

It is quite unclear what to expect from future CPUs. Intel did not put
PCLMULQDQ hardware into its low-cost “Core i3” lines of Sandy Bridge, Ivy
Bridge, and Haswell CPUs; and obviously Intel is under pressure from other
manufacturers of small, low-cost CPUs. To emphasize the applicability of our
techniques to a broad range of CPUs, we have avoided PCLMULQDQ in our
software.

2 Field Arithmetic in F28

This section reports optimized circuits for field arithmetic in F28 . We write
“circuit” here to mean a fully unrolled combinatorial circuit consisting of AND
gates and XOR gates. Our main cost metric is the total number of bit operations,
i.e., the total number of AND gates and XOR gates, although as a secondary
metric we try to reduce the number of registers required in our software.

Subsequent sections use these circuits as building blocks. The techniques also
apply to larger F2s , but F28 is large enough to support the FFTs that we use in
this paper.
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2.1 Review of Tower Fields

We first construct F22 in the usual way as F2[x2]/(x2
2 + x2 + 1). We write α2

for the image of x2 in F22 , so α2
2 + α2 + 1 = 0. We represent elements of F22 as

linear combinations of 1 and α2, where the coefficients are in F2. Additions in
F22 use 2 bit operations, namely 2 XORs.

We construct F24 as F22 [x4]/(x2
4 + x4 + α2), rather than using a polynomial

basis for F24 over F2. We write α4 for the image of x4 in F24 . We represent
elements of F24 as linear combinations of 1 and α4, where the coefficients are in
F22 . Additions in F24 use 4 bit operations.

Finally, we construct F28 as F24 [x8]/(x2
8 +x8 +α2α4); write α8 for the image

of x8 in F28 ; and represent elements of F28 as F24 -linear combinations of 1 and
α8. Additions in F28 use 8 bit operations.

2.2 Variable Multiplications

A variable multiplication is the computation of ab given a, b ∈ F2s as input. We
say “variable multiplication” to distinguish this operation from multiplication
by a constant; we will optimize constant multiplication later.

For variable multiplication in F22 , we perform a multiplication of a0+a1x, b0+
b1x ∈ F2[x] and reduction modulo x2 +x+1. Here is a straightforward sequence
of 7 operations using schoolbook polynomial multiplication: c0 ← a0 ⊗ b0; c1 ←
a0 ⊗ b1; c2 ← a1 ⊗ b0; c3 ← a1 ⊗ b1; c4 ← c1 ⊕ c2; c5 ← c0 ⊕ c3; c6 ← c4 ⊕ c3. The
result is c5, c6.

For F24 and F28 we use 2-way Karatsuba. Note that since the irreducible
polynomials are of the form x2 + x + α the reductions involve a different type of
multiplication described below: multiplication of a field element with a constant.

We end up with just 110 bit operations for variable multiplication in F28 . For
comparison, Bernstein [9] reported 100 bit operations to multiply 8-bit polyno-
mials in F2[x], but reducing modulo an irreducible polynomial costs many extra
operations. A team led by NIST [19], improving upon various previous results
such as [31], reported 117 bit operations to multiply in F2[x] modulo the AES
polynomial x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1.

2.3 Constant Multiplications

A constant multiplication in F2s is the computation of αb given b ∈ F2s as
input for some constant α ∈ F2s . This is trivial for α ∈ F2 so we focus on
α ∈ F2s\F2. One can substitute a specific α into our 110-gate circuit for variable
multiplication to obtain a circuit for constant multiplication, and then shorten
the circuit by eliminating multiplications by 0, multiplications by 1, additions of
0, etc.; but for small fields it is much better to use generic techniques to optimize
the cost of multiplying by a constant matrix.

Our linear-map circuit generator combines various features of Paar’s greedy
additive common-subexpression elimination algorithm [40] and Bernstein’s two-
operand “xor-largest” algorithm [10]. For α ∈ F28\F2 our constant-multiplication
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circuits use 14.83 gates on average. Compared to Paar’s results, this is slightly
more gates but is much better in register use; compared to Bernstein’s results,
it is considerably fewer gates.

The real importance of the tower-field construction for us is that constant
multiplications become much faster when the constants are in subfields. Mul-
tiplying an element of F28 by a constant α ∈ F24\F2 takes only 7.43 gates on
average, and multiplying an element of F28 by a constant α ∈ F22\F2 takes only
4 gates on average. The constant multiplications in our FFT-based multiplica-
tion algorithms for F2256 (see Sect. 3) are often in subfields of F28 , and end up
using only 9.02 gates on average.

2.4 Subfields and Decomposability

A further advantage of the tower-field construction, beyond the number of bit
operations, is that it allows constant multiplications by subfield elements to
be decomposed into independent subcomputations. For example, when an F28

element in this representation is multiplied by a constant in F22 , the computation
decomposes naturally into 4 independent subcomputations, each of which takes
2 input bits to 2 output bits.

Decomposability is a nice feature for software designers; it guarantees a
smaller working set, which in general implies easier optimization, fewer memory
operations and cache misses, etc. The ideal case is when the working set can
fit into registers; in this case the computation can be done using the minimum
number of memory accesses. Section 5 gives an example of how decomposability
can be exploited to help optimization of a software implementation.

The decomposition of multiplication by a constant in a subfield has the extra
feature that the subcomputations are identical. This allows extra possibilities for
efficient vectorization in software, and can also be useful in hardware implemen-
tations that reuse the same circuit several times. Even when subcomputations
are not identical, decomposability increases flexibility of design and is desirable
in general.

3 Faster Additive FFTs

Given a 2m−1-coefficient polynomial f with coefficients in F28 , a size-2m addi-
tive FFT computes f(0), f(βm), f(βm−1), f(βm + βm−1), f(βm−2), etc., where
βm, . . . , β2, β1 are F2-linearly independent elements of F28 specified by the algo-
rithm. We always choose a “Cantor basis”, i.e., elements βm, . . . , β2, β1 satisfying
β2

i+1 + βi+1 = βi and β1 = 1; specifically, we take β1 = 1, β2 = α2, β3 = α4 + 1,
β4 = α2α4, β5 = α8, and β6 = α2α8 + α2α4 + α2 + 1. We do not need larger
FFT sizes in this paper.

Our additive FFT is an improvement of the Bernstein–Chou–Schwabe [11]
additive FFT, which in turn is an improvement of the Gao–Mateer [24] additive
FFT. This section presents details of our size-4, size-8, and size-16 additive FFTs
over F28 . All of our improvements are already visible for size 16. At the end of the
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section gate counts for all sizes are collected and compared with state-of-the-art
Karatsuba/Toom-based methods.

3.1 Size-4 FFTs: The Lowest Level of Recursion

Given a polynomial f = a + bx ∈ F28 [x], the size-4 FFT computes f(0) =
a, f(β2) = a + β2b, f(1) = a + b, f(β2 + 1) = a + (β2 + 1)b. Recall that β2 = α2

so β2
2 + β2 + 1 = 0. The size-4 FFT is of interest because it serves as the lowest

level of recursion for larger-size FFTs.
As mentioned in Sect. 2, since β2 ∈ F22 , the size-4 FFT can be viewed as a

collection of 4 independent pieces, each dealing with only 2 out of the 8 bits.
Let a0, a1 be the first 2 bits of a; similarly for b. Then a0, a1 and b0, b1

represent a0 + a1β2, b0 + b1β2 ∈ F22 . Since β2(a0 + a1β2) = a1 + (a0 + a1)β2,
a 6-gate circuit that carries out the size-4 FFTs operations on the first 2 bits
is c00 ← a0; c01 ← a1; c20 ← a0 ⊕ b0; c21 ← a1 ⊕ b1; c10 ← a0 ⊕ b1; c31 ←
a1⊕b0; c11 ← c31⊕b1; c30 ← c10⊕b0. Then c00, c01 is the 2-bit result of a; c10, c11
is the 2-bit result of a + β2b; similarly for c20, c21 and c30, c31. In conclusion, a
size-4 FFT can be carried out using a 6 · 4 = 24-gate circuit.

The whole computation costs the same as merely 3 additions in F28 . This
is the result of having evaluation points to be in the smallest possible subfield,
namely F22 , and the use of tower field construction for F28 .

3.2 The Size-8 FFTs: The First Recursive Case

Given a polynomial f = f0+f1x+f2x
2+f3x

3 ∈ F28 [x], the size-8 FFT computes
f(0), f(β3), f(β2), f(β2 + β3), f(1), f(β3 + 1), f(β2 + 1), f(β2 + β3 + 1). Recall
that β3 = α4 + 1 so β2

3 + β3 + β2 = 0. The size-8 FFT is of interest because it is
the smallest FFT that involves recursion.

In general, a recursive size-2m FFT starts with a radix conversion that com-
putes f (0) and f (1) such that f = f (0)(x2 + x) + xf (1)(x2 + x). When f is a
2m−1-coefficient polynomial we call this a size-2m−1 radix conversion. Since the
size-4 radix conversion can be viewed as a change of basis in F

4
2, each coefficient

in f (0) and f (1) is a subset sum of f0, f1, f2, and f3. In fact, f (0) = f0+(f2+f3)x
and f (1) = (f1 + f2 + f3) + f3x can be computed using exactly 2 additions.

After the radix conversion, 2 size-4 FFTs are invoked to evaluate f (0), f (1)

at 02 + 0 = 0, β2
3 + β3 = β2, β2

2 + β2 = 1, and (β2 + β3)2 + (β2 + β3) = β2 + 1.
Each of these size-4 FFTs takes 24 bit operations.

Note that we have

f(α) = f (0)(α2 + α) + αf (1)(α2 + α),

f(α + 1) = f (0)(α2 + α) + (α + 1)f (1)(α2 + α).

Starting from f (0)(α2+α) and f (1)(α2+α), Gao and Mateer multiply f (1)(α2+α)
by α and add f (0)(α2 + α) to obtain f(α), and then add f (1)(α2 + α) with f(α)
to obtain f(α + 1). We call this a muladdadd operation.
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The additive FFT thus computes all the pairs f(α), f(α + 1) at once: given
f (0)(0) and f (1)(0) apply muladdadd to obtain f(0) and f(1), given f (0)(β2) and
f (1)(β2) apply muladdadd operation to obtain f(β3) and f(β3 + 1), and so on.

The way that the output elements form pairs is a result of having 1 as the
last basis element. In general the Gao–Mateer FFT is able to handle the case
where 1 is not in the basis with some added cost, but here we avoid the cost by
making 1 the last basis element.

Generalizing this to the case of size-2m FFTs implies that the i-th output
element of f (0) and f (1) work together to form the ith and (i + 2m−1)th output
element for f . We call the collection of muladdadds that are used to combine
2 size-2m−1 FFT outputs to form a size-2m FFT output a size-2m combine
routine.

We use our circuit generator introduced in Sect. 2 to generate the circuits
for all the constant multiplications. The muladdadds take a total of 76 gates.
Therefore, a size-8 FFT can be carried out using 2 · 8 + 2 · 24 + 76 = 140 gates.

Note that for a size-8 FFT we again benefit from the special basis and the F28

construction. The recursive calls still use the good basis β2, 1 so that there are
only constant multiplications by F22 elements. The combine routine, although
not having only constant multiplications by F22 elements, at least has only con-
stant multiplications by F24 elements.

3.3 The Size-16 FFTs: Saving Additions for Radix Conversions

The size-16 FFT is the smallest FFT in which non-trivial radix conversions
happen in recursive calls. Gao and Mateer presented an algorithm performing a
size-2n radix conversion using (n−1)2n−1 additions. We do better by combining
additions across levels of recursion.

The size-8 radix conversion finds f (0), f (1) such that f = f (0)(x2 + x) +
xf (1)(x2 + x). The two size-4 radix conversion in size-8 FFT subroutines find
f (i0), f (i1) such that f (i) = f (i0)(x2+x)+xf (i1)(x2+x) for i ∈ {0, 1}. Combining
all these leads to f = f (00)(x4 + x) + (x2 + x)f (01)(x4 + x) + xf (10)(x4 + x) +
x(x2 + x)f (11)(x4 + x).

In the end the size-8 and the two size-4 radix conversions together compute
from f the following: f (00) = f0+(f4+f7)x, f (01) = (f2+f3+f5+f6)+(f6+f7)x,
f (10) = (f1+f2+f3+f4+f5+f6+f7)+(f5+f6+f7)x, and f (11) = (f3+f6)+f7x.
The Gao–Mateer algorithm takes 12 additions for this computation, but one sees
by hand that 8 additions suffice. One can also obtain this result by applying the
circuit generator introduced in Sect. 2. Here is an 8-addition sequence generated
by the circuit generator: f

(00)
0 ← f0; f

(11)
1 ← f7; f

(00)
1 ← f4 + f7; f

(01)
0 ← f2 +

f5; f
(11)
0 ← f3+f6; f

(01)
1 ← f6+f7; f

(10)
0 ← f1+f

(00)
1 ; f (10)

1 ← f5+f
(01)
1 ; f (01)

0 ←
f
(01)
0 + f

(11)
0 ; f (10)

0 ← f
(10)
0 + f

(01)
0 .

We applied the circuit generator for larger FFTs and found larger gains.
A size-32 FFT, in which the input is a size-16 polynomial, requires 31 rather
than 48 additions for radix conversions. A size-64 FFT, in which the input is a
size-32 polynomial, requires 82 rather than 160 additions for radix conversions.
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We also applied our circuit generator to the muladdadds, obtaining a 170-
gate circuit for the size-16 combined routine and thus a size-16 FFT circuit using
8 · 8 + 4 · 24 + 2 · 76 + 170 = 482 gates.

3.4 Size-16 FFTs Continued: Decomposition at Field-Element Level

The size-16 FFT also illustrates the decomposability of the combine routines of
a FFT. Consider the size-16 and size-8 combine routines; the computation takes
as input the FFT outputs for the f (ij)’s to compute the FFT output for f .

Let the output for f be a0, a1, . . . , a15, the output for f (i) be a
(i)
0 , a

(i)
1 , . . . , a

(i)
7 ,

and similarly for f (ij). For k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ak, ak+8 are functions of a
(0)
k and

a
(1)
k , which in turn are functions of a

(00)
k , a

(01)
k , a

(10)
k , and a

(11)
k ; ak+4, ak+12 are

functions of a
(0)
k+4 and a

(1)
k+4, which in turn are functions of the same 4 elements.

We conclude that ak, ak+4, ak+8, ak+12 depend only on a
(00)
k , a

(01)
k , a

(10)
k , and

a
(11)
k . In this way, the computation is decomposed into 4 independent parts;

each takes as input 4 field elements and outputs 4 field elements. Note that
here the decomposition is at the field-element level, while Sect. 2 considered
decomposability at the bit level.

More generally, for size-2m FFTs we suggest decomposing k levels of combine
routines into 2m−k independent pieces, each taking 2k

F28 elements as input and
producing 2k

F28 elements as output.

3.5 Improvements: A Summary

We have two main improvements to the additive FFT: reducing the cost of
multiplications and reducing the number of additions in radix conversion. We
also use these ideas to accelerate size-32 and size-64 FFTs, and obviously they
would also save time for larger FFTs.

The reduction in the cost of multiplications is a result of (1) choosing a
“good” basis for which constant multiplications use constants in the smallest
possible subfield; (2) using a tower-field representation to accelerate those con-
stant multiplications; and (3) searching for short sequences of additions. The
reduction of additions for radix conversion is a result of (1) merging radix con-
version at different levels of recursion and again (2) searching for short sequences
of additions.

3.6 Polynomial Multiplications: A Comparison with Karatsuba
and Toom

Just like other FFT algorithms, any additive FFT can be used to multiply poly-
nomials. Given two 2m−1-coefficient polynomials in F2s , we apply a size-2m addi-
tive FFT to each polynomial, a pointwise multiplication consisting of 2m variable
multiplications in F2s , and a size-2m inverse additive FFT, i.e., the inverse of an
FFT with both input and output size 2m. An FFT (or inverse FFT) with input
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Table 1. Cost of multiplying b/8-coefficient polynomials over F28 . “Forward” is the
cost of two size-b/4 FFTs with size-b/8 inputs. “Pointwise” is the cost of pointwise
multiplication. “Inverse” is the cost of an inverse size-b/4 FFT. “Total” is the sum of
forward, pointwise, and inverse. “Competition” is the cost from [9] of an optimized
Karatsuba/Toom multiplication of b-coefficient polynomials over F2; note that slight
improvements appear in [21].

b forward pointwise inverse total competition

16 2 · 24 4 · 110 60 448 ≈ 14 · 2 · 16 350 ≈ 10.9 · 2 · 16
32 2 · 140 8 · 110 228 1388 ≈ 21.7 · 2 · 32 1158 ≈ 18.1 · 2 · 32
64 2 · 482 16 · 110 746 3470 ≈ 27.1 · 2 · 64 3682 ≈ 28.8 · 2 · 64

128 2 · 1498 32 · 110 2066 8582 ≈ 33.5 · 2 · 128 11486 ≈ 44.9 · 2 · 128
256 2 · 4068 64 · 110 5996 21172 ≈ 41.4 · 2 · 256 34079 ≈ 66.6 · 2 · 256

and output size 2m is slightly more expensive than an FFT with input size 2m−1

and output size 2m: input size 2m−1 is essentially input size 2m with various 0
computations suppressed.

Table 1 summarizes the number of bit operations required for multiplying
b-bit (i.e., b/8-coefficient) polynomials in F28 [x]. Field multiplication is slightly
more expensive than polynomial multiplication. For F2256 we use the polynomial
x32 +x17 +x2 +α8; reduction costs 992 bit operations. However, as explained in
Sect. 4, in the context of Auth256 we can almost eliminate the inverse FFT and
the reduction, and eliminate many operations in the forward FFTs, making the
additive FFT even more favorable than Karatsuba.

4 The Auth256 Message-Authentication Code:
Major Features

Auth256, like GCM’s GHASH, follows the well-known Wegman–Carter [47]
recipe for building an MAC with (provably) information-theoretic security. The
recipe is to apply a (provably) “δ-xor-universal hash” to the message and encrypt
the result with a one-time pad. Every forgery attempt then (provably) has suc-
cess probability at most δ, no matter how much computer power the attacker
used.

Of course, real attackers do not have unlimited computer power, so GCM
actually replaces the one-time pad with counter-mode AES output to reduce
key size. This is safe against any attacker who cannot distinguish AES output
from uniform random; see, e.g., [33, comments after Corollary3]. Similarly, it is
safe to replace the one-time pad in Auth256 with cipher output.

This section presents two important design decisions for Hash256, the
hash function inside Auth256. Section 4.1 describes the advantages of the
Hash256 output size. Section 4.2 describes the choice of pseudo dot products
inside Hash256, and the important interaction between FFTs and pseudo dot
products. Section 4.3 describes the use of a special field representation for inputs
to reduce the cost of FFTs.
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Section 6 presents, for completeness, various details of Hash256 and Auth256
that are not relevant to this paper’s performance evaluation.

4.1 Output Size: Bigger-Birthday-Bound Security

Hash256 produces 256-bit outputs, as its name suggests, and Auth256 produces
256-bit authenticators. Our multiplication techniques are only slightly slower per
bit for F2256 than for F2128 , so Auth256 is only slightly slower than an analogous
Auth128 would be. An important advantage of an increased output size is that
one can safely eliminate nonces.

Encrypting a hash with a one-time pad, or with a stream cipher such as AES
in counter mode, requires a nonce, and becomes insecure if the user accidentally
repeats a nonce; see, e.g., [30]. Directly applying a PRF (as in HMAC) or PRP
(as in WMAC) to the hash, without using a nonce, is much more resilient against
misuse but becomes insecure if hashes collide, so b-bit hashes are expected to be
broken within 2b/2 messages (even with an optimal δ = 2−b) and already provide
a noticeable attack probability within somewhat fewer messages.

This problem has motivated some research into “beyond-birthday-bound”
mechanisms for authentication and encryption that can safely be used for more
than 2b/2 messages. See, e.g., [38]. Hash256 takes a different approach, which
we call “bigger-birthday-bound” security: simply increasing b to 256 (and cor-
respondingly reducing δ) eliminates all risk of collisions. For the same reason,
Hash256 provides extra strength inside other universal-hash applications, such
as wide-block disk encryption; see, e.g., [28].

In applications with space for only 128-bit authenticators, it is safe to sim-
ply truncate the Hash256 and Auth256 output from 256 bits to 128 bits. This
increases δ from 2−255 to 2−127.

4.2 Pseudo Dot Products and FFT Addition

Hash256 uses the same basic construction as NMH [29, Sect. 5], UMAC [15], Bad-
ger [16], and VMAC [36]: the hash of a message with blocks m1,m2,m3,m4, . . .
is (m1+r1)(m2+r2)+(m3+r3)(m4+r4)+ · · · . Halevi and Krawczyk [29] credit
this hash to Carter and Wegman; Bernstein [6] credits it to Winograd and calls
it the “pseudo dot product”. The pseudo-dot-product construction of Hash256
gives δ < 2−255; see Appendix A for the proof.

A simple dot product m1r1+m2r2+m3r3+m4r4+· · · uses one multiplication
per block. The same is true for GHASH and many other polynomial-evaluation
hashes. The basic advantage of (m1 + r1)(m2 + r2) + (m3 + r3)(m4 + r4) + · · ·
is that there are only 0.5 multiplications per block.

For Auth256 each block contains 256 bits, viewed as an element of the finite
field F2256 . Our cost of Auth256 per 512 authenticated bits is 29 · 512 = 58 · 256
bit operations, while the our cost for a multiplication in F2256 is 87 · 256 bit
operations. We now explain one of the two sources of this gap.
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Fig. 1. Hash256 flowchart

FFT-based multiplication of two polynomials f1f2 has several steps: apply an
FFT to evaluate f1 at many points; apply an FFT to evaluate f2 at many points;
compute the corresponding values of the product f1f2 by pointwise multiplica-
tion; and apply an inverse FFT to reconstruct the coefficients of f1f2. FFT-based
multiplication of field elements has the same steps plus a final reduction step.

These steps for F2256 , with our optimizations from Sect. 3, cost 4068 bit oper-
ations for each forward FFT, 64 · 110 bit operations for pointwise multiplication,
5996 bit operations for the inverse FFT (the forward FFT is less expensive since
more polynomial coefficients are known to be 0), and 992 bit operations for
the final reduction. Applying these steps to each 512 bits of input would cost
approximately 15.89 bit operations per bit for the two forward FFTs, 13.75 bit
operations per bit for pointwise multiplication, 11.71 bit operations per bit for
the inverse FFT, and 1.94 bit operations per bit for the final reduction, plus 1.5
bit operations per bit for the three additions in the pseudo dot product.

We do better by exploiting the structure of the pseudo dot product as a sum
of the form f1f2+f3f4+f5f6+ · · · . Optimizing this computation is not the same
problem as optimizing the computation of f1f2. Specifically, we apply an FFT
to each fi and compute the corresponding values of f1f2, f3f4, etc., but we then
add these values before applying an inverse FFT. See Fig. 1. There is now only
one inverse FFT (and one final reduction) per message, rather than one inverse
FFT for every two blocks. Our costs are now 15.89 bit operations per bit for the
two forward FFTs, 13.75 bit operations per bit for pointwise multiplication, 1
bit operation per bit for the input additions in the pseudo dot product, and 1 bit
operation per bit for the pointwise additions, for a total of 31.64 bit operations
per bit, plus a constant (not very large) overhead per message.

This idea is well known in the FFT literature (see, e.g., [7, Sect. 2]) but
we have never seen it applied to message authentication. It reduces the cost of
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FFT-based message authentication by a factor of nearly 1.5. Note that this also
reduces the cutoff between FFT and Karatsuba.

UMAC and VMAC actually limit the lengths of their pseudo dot products,
to limit key size. This means that longer messages produce two or more hashes;
these hashes are then further hashed in a different way (which takes more time
per byte but is applied to far fewer bytes). For simplicity we instead use a key
as long as the maximum message length. We have also considered the small-key
hashes from [6] but those hashes obtain less benefit from merging inverse FFTs.

4.3 Embedding Invertible Linear Operations into FFT Inputs

Section 4.2 shows how to achieve 31.64 bit operations per message bit by skipping
the inverse FFTs for almost all multiplications in the pseudo dot product. Now
we show how Auth256 achieves 29 bit operations per message bit by skipping
operations in the forward FFTs.

Section 3.3 shows that the radix conversions can be merged into one invertible
F28 -linear (actually F2-linear) map, which takes place before all other operations
in the FFT. The input is a F2256 element which is represented as coefficients in
F28 with respect to a polynomial basis. Applying an invertible linear map on
the coefficients implies a change of basis. In other words, the radix conversions
convert the input into another 256-bit representation. If we define the input to
be elements in this new representation, all the radix conversions can simply be
skipped. Note that the authenticator still uses the original representation. See
Sect. 6.2 for a definition of the new representation.

This technique saves a significant fraction of the operations in the forward
FFT. As shown in Sect. 3, one forward FFT takes 4068 bit operations, where
82 · 8 = 656 of them are spent on radix conversions. Eliminating all radix
conversions then gives the 29 bit operations per message bit.

The additive FFTs described so far are “2-way split” FFTs since they require
writing the input polynomial f(x) in the form f (0)(x2 + x) + xf (1)(x2 + x).
It is easy to generalize this to a “2k-way split” in which f(x) is written as
∑2k−1

i=0 xif (i)(ψk(x)), where ψ(x) = x2+x. In particular, Gao and Mateer showed
how to perform 22

k−1
-way-split FFTs for polynomials in F22k [x]. The technique

of changing input representation works for any 2k-way split. In fact we found
that with 8-way-split FFTs, the number of bit operations per message bit can
be slightly better than 29. However, for simplicity, Auth256 is defined in a way
that favors 2-way-split FFTs.

5 Software Implementation

Our software implementation uses bitslicing. This means that we convert each
bit in previous sections into w bits, where w is the register width on the machine;
we convert each AND into a bitwise w-bit AND instruction; and we convert each
XOR into a bitwise w-bit XOR instruction.
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Bitslicing is efficient only if there is adequate parallelism in the algorithm.
Fortunately, the pseudo-dot-product computation is naturally parallelizable: we
let the jth bit position compute the sum of all products (m2i+1+r2i+1)(m2i+2+
r2i+2) where i ≡ j (mod w). After all the products are processed, the results in
all bit positions are summed up to get the final value.

The detailed definition of Auth256 (see Sect. 6) has a parameter b. Our soft-
ware takes b = w, allowing it to simply pick up message blocks as vectors. If
b is instead chosen as 1 then converting to bitsliced form requires a transpo-
sition of message blocks; in our software this transposition costs an extra 0.81
cycles/byte.

5.1 Minimizing Memory Operations in Radix Conversions

We exploit the decomposability of additions to minimize memory operations for
a radix conversion. When dealing with size-2k radix conversions with k ≤ 4,
we decompose at bit level the computation into 2k parts, each of which deals
with 16/2k bit positions. This minimizes the number of loads and stores. The
same technique applies for a radix conversion combined with smaller-size radix
conversions in the FFT subroutines.

Our implementation uses the size-16 FFT as a subroutine. Inside a size-16
FFT the size-8 radix conversion is combined with the 2 size-4 radix conversions
in FFT subroutines. Our bit-operation counts handle larger radix conversions
in the same way, but in our software we sacrifice some of the bit operations
saved here to improve instruction-level parallelism and register utilization. For
size-16 radix conversion the decomposition method is adopted. For size-32 radix
conversion the decomposition method is used only for the size-16 recursive calls.

5.2 Minimizing Memory Operations in Muladdadd Operations

For a single muladdadd operation a ← a + αb; b ← b + a, each of a and b
consumes 8 vectors; evidently at least 16 loads and 16 stores are required. While
we showed how the sequence of bit operations can be generated, it does not
necessarily mean that there are enough registers to carry out the bit operations
using the minimum number of loads and stores.

Here is one strategy to maintain both the number of bit operations and the
lower bound on number of loads and stores. First load the 8 bits of b into 8
registers t0, t1, . . . , t7. Use the sequence of XORs generated by the code gener-
ator, starting from the ti’s, to compute the 8 bits of αb, placing them in the
other 8 registers s0, s1, . . . , s7. Then perform si ← si ⊕ a[i], where a[i] is the
corresponding bit of a in memory, to obtain a + αb. After that overwrite a with
the si’s. Finally, perform ti ← ti ⊕si to obtain a+(α+1)b, and overwrite b with
the ti’s.

In our software muladdadd operations are handled one by one in size-64 and
size-32 combine routines. See below for details about how muladdadds in smaller
size combine routines are handled.
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5.3 Implementing the Size-16 Additive FFT

In our size-16 FFT implementation the size-8 radix conversion is combined with
the two size-4 ones in the FFT subroutines using the decomposition method
described earlier in this section. Since the size-4 FFTs deal with constants in
F22 , we further combine the radix conversions with size-4 FFTs.

At the beginning of one of the 4 rounds of the whole computation, the 2 ·
8 = 16 bits of the input for size-8 radix conversion are loaded. Then the logic
operations are carried out in registers, and eventually the result is stored in
2 · 16 = 32 bits of the output elements. The same routine is repeated 4 times to
cover all the bit positions.

The size-16 and size-32 combine routines are also merged as shown in Sect. 3.
The field-level decomposition is used together with a bit-level decomposition:
in size-16 FFT all the constants are in F24 , so it is possible to decompose any
computation that works on field elements into a 2-round procedure and handle 4
bit positions in each round. In conclusion, the field-level decomposition turns the
computation into 4 pieces, and the bit-level decomposition further decomposes
each of these into 2 smaller pieces. In the end, we have an 8-round procedure.

At the beginning of one of the 8 rounds of the whole computation, the 4 · 4 =
16 bits of the outputs of the size-4 FFTs are loaded. Then the logic operations
are carried out in registers, and eventually the result is stored in 4 · 4 = 16 bits
of the output elements. The same routine is repeated 8 times to cover all the bit
positions.

6 Auth256: Minor Details

To close we fill in, for completeness, the remaining details of Hash256 and
Auth256.

6.1 Review of Wegman–Carter MACs

Wegman–Carter MACs work as follows. The authenticator of the nth message m
is H(r,m)⊕sn. The key consists of independent uniform random r, s1, s2, s3, . . .;
the pad is s1, s2, s3, . . ..

The hash function H is designed to be “δ-xor-universal”, i.e., to have “dif-
ferential probability at most δ”. This means that, for every message m, every
message m′ 
= m, and every difference Δ, a uniform random r has H(r,m) ⊕
H(r,m′) = Δ with probability at most δ.

6.2 Field Representation

We represent an element of F2s as a sequence of s bits. If we construct F2s as
F2t [x]/φ then we recursively represent the element c0 + c1x + · · · + ct/s−1x

t/s−1

as the concatenation of the representations of c0, c1, . . . , ct/s−1. At the bottom
of the recursion, we represent an element of F2 as 1 bit in the usual way. See
Sects. 2 and 3.6 for the definition of φ for F22 , F24 , F28 , and F2256 .
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As mentioned in Sect. 4.3, we do not use the polynomial basis 1, x, . . . , x31 for
F2256 inputs. Here we define the representation for them. Let y(bk−1bk−2···b0)2 =
∏k−1

i=0 (ψi(x))bi , where ψ(x) follows the definition in Sect. 4.3. Then each F2256

input c0y0 + c1y1 + · · · + c31y31 is defined as the concatenation of the represen-
tations of c0, c1, . . . , c31. One can verify that y0, y1, . . . , y31 is the desired basis
by writing down the equation between f(x) and f (00000)(x), f (00001)(x), . . . ,
f (111111)(x) as in Sect. 3.3.

If s ≥ 8 then we also represent an element of F2s as a sequence of s/8
bytes, i.e., s/8 elements of {0, 1, . . . , 255}. The 8-bit sequence b0, b1, . . . , b7 is
represented as the byte b =

∑
i 2ibi.

6.3 Hash256 Padding and Conversion

Hash256 views messages as elements of K0 ∪ K2 ∪ K4 ∪ · · · , i.e., even-length
strings of elements of K, where K is the finite field F2256 . It is safe to use a
single key with messages of different lengths.

In real applications, messages are strings of bytes, so strings of bytes need
to be encoded invertibly as strings of elements of K. The simplest encoding is
standard “10∗” padding, where a message is padded with a 1 byte and then as
many 0 bytes as necessary to obtain a multiple of 64 bytes. Each 32-byte block
is then viewed as an element of K.

We define a more general encoding parametrized by a positive integer b; the
encoding of the previous paragraph has b = 1. The message is padded with a 1
byte and then as many 0 bytes as necessary to obtain a multiple of 64b bytes, say
64bN bytes. These bytes are split into 2N segments M0,M

′
0,M1,M

′
1, . . . ,MN−1,

M ′
N−1, where each segment contains 32b consecutive bytes. Each segment is then

transposed into b elements of K: segment Mi is viewed as a column-major bit
matrix with b rows and 256 columns, and row j of this matrix is labeled cbi+j ,
while c′

bi+j is defined similarly using M ′
i . This produces 2bN elements of K,

namely m0,m
′
0,m1,m

′
1,m2,m

′
2, . . . ,mbN−1,m

′
bN−1.

The point of this encoding is to allow a simple bitsliced vectorized imple-
mentation; see Sect. 5. Our 1.59 cycle/byte implementation uses b = 256. We
have also implemented b = 1, which costs 0.81 cycles/byte extra for transpo-
sition and is compatible with efficient handling of much shorter messages. An
interesting intermediate possibility is to take, e.g., b = 8, eliminating the most
expensive (non-bytewise) transposition steps while still remaining suitable for
authentication of typical network packets.

6.4 Hash256 and Auth256 Keys and Authenticators

The Hash256 key is a uniform random byte string of the same length as a
maximum-length padded message, representing elements r0, r

′
0, r1, r

′
1, . . . of K.

If the key is actually defined as, e.g., counter-mode AES output then the maxi-
mum length does not need to be specified in advance: extra key elements can be
computed on demand and cached for subsequent use.
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The Hash256 output is (m0 + r0)(m′
0 + r′

0) + (m1 + r1)(m′
1 + r′

1) + · · · . This
is an element of K.

The Auth256 key is a Hash256 key together with independent uniform ran-
dom elements s1, s2, . . . of K. The Auth256 authenticator of the nth message
mn is Auth256(r,mn) ⊕ sn.
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A Security Proof

This appendix proves that Hash256 has differential probability smaller than
2−255. This is not exactly the same as the proofs for the pseudo-dot-product
portions of UMAC and VMAC: UMAC and VMAC specify fixed lengths for
their pseudo dot products, whereas we allow variable lengths.

Theorem 1. Let K be a finite field. Let �, �′, k be nonnegative integers with
� ≤ k and �′ ≤ k. Let m1,m2, . . . ,m2�−1,m2� be elements of K. Let m′

1,m
′
2, . . . ,

m′
2�′−1, m′

2�′ be elements of K. Assume that (m1,m2, . . . ,m2�) 
= (m′
1,m

′
2, . . . ,
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m′
2�′). Let Δ be an element of K. Let r1, r2, . . . , r2k be independent uniform

random elements of k. Let p be the probability that h = h′ + Δ, where

h = (m1 + r1)(m2 + r2) + (m3 + r3)(m4 + r4) + · · ·
+ (m2�−1 + r2�−1)(m2� + r2�),

h′ = (m′
1 + r1)(m′

2 + r2) + (m′
3 + r3)(m′

4 + r4) + · · ·
+ (m′

2�′−1 + r2�′−1)(m′
2�′ + r2�′).

Then p < 2/#K. If � = �′ then p ≤ 1/#K, and if � 
= �′ then p < 1/#K +
1/#K|�−�′|.
Proof. Case 1: � = �′. Then h = h′ + Δ if and only if

r1(m2 − m′
2) + r2(m1 − m′

1) + r3(m4 − m′
4) + r4(m3 − m′

3) + · · ·
= Δ + m′

1m
′
2 − m1m2 + m′

3m
′
4 − m3m4 + · · · .

This is a linear equation in r1, r2, . . . , r2k. This linear equation is nontrivial:
by hypothesis (m1,m2, . . . ,m2�) 
= (m′

1,m
′
2, . . . ,m

′
2�′), so there must be some i

for which mi − m′
i 
= 0. Consequently there are most #K2k−1 solutions to the

equation out of the #K2k possibilities for r; i.e., p ≤ 1/#K as claimed.
Case 2: � < �′ and (m1, . . . ,m�) 
= (m′

1, . . . ,m
′
�). Define

f = (m′
2�+1 + r2�+1)(m2�+2 + r2�+2) + · · · + (m′

2�′−1 + r2�′−1)(m′
2�′ + r2�′).

Then h = h′ + Δ if and only if

r1(m2 − m′
2) + r2(m1 − m′

1) + r3(m4 − m′
4) + r4(m3 − m′

3) + · · ·
+ r2�−1(m2� − m′

2�) + r2�(m2�−1 − m′
2�−1)

= f + Δ + m′
1m

′
2 − m1m2 + m′

3m
′
4 − m3m4 + · · · + m′

2�−1m
′
2� − m2�−1m2�.

This is a linear equation in r1, . . . , r2�, since f is independent of r1, . . . , r2�.
For each choice of (r2�+1, r2�+2, . . . , r2k), there are at most #K2�−1 choices of
(r1, . . . , r2�) satisfying this linear equation. Consequently p ≤ 1/#K as above.

Case 3: � < �′ and (m1, . . . ,m�) = (m′
1, . . . ,m

′
�). Then h = h′ + Δ if and

only if 0 = f + Δ, where f is defined as above. This is a linear equation in
r2�+2, r2�+4, . . . , r2�′ for each choice of r2�+1, r2�+3, . . . , r2�′−1. The linear equa-
tion is nontrivial except when r2�+1 = −m′

2�+1, r2�+3 = −m′
2�+3, and so on

through r2�′−1 = −m′
2�′−1. The linear equation thus has at most #K�′−�−1 solu-

tions (r2�+2, r2�+4, . . . , r2�′) for #K�′−� − 1 choices of (r2�+1, r2�+3, . . . , r2�′−1),
plus at most #K�′−� solutions (r2�+2, r2�+4, . . . , r2�′) for 1 exceptional choice
of (r2�+1, r2�+3, . . . , r2�′−1), for a total of #K2�′−2�−1 − #K�′−�−1 + #K�′−� <
#K2�′−2�(1/#K + 1/#K�′−�) solutions. Consequently p < 1/#K + 1/#K�′−�

as claimed.
Case 4: �′ < �. Exchanging �,m with �′,m′ produces Case 2 or Case 3. �
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